HID® Extended Access Technologies

The Evolution of Authentication
HID Global
Extended Access Products

Our biometric, contactless and mobile access technology helps Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and other organizations create systems that accurately authenticate people, reduce fraud and protect sensitive data.

Utilizing our readers, sensor, modules and chipsets, your organization is able to:

- Leverage the world-renowned HID brand
- Offer innovative authentication solutions with industry-leading security and frictionless user experiences
- Extend the functionality of credentials beyond physical access control and unlock access to a wide variety of applications

HID Global Extended Access Technologies allows the use of ID cards, mobile apps and biometric authenticators far beyond the front door — to access physical and digital spaces with the highest level of security and ease you’ve come to expect from the leader in identity management.
Our Core Offerings:

**Embedded Biometric Reader Modules, Sensors and Chipsets**
Multispectral, optical and silicon fingerprint authentication suited for OEM applications

**Embedded RFID Reader Core, Modules and Chipsets**
Contactless card authentication or mobile access suited for OEM applications

**Desktop Biometric Readers**
Multispectral, optical and silicon fingerprint authentication inside robust housing

**Desktop RFID Readers**
Contact and contactless card authentication or mobile access inside robust housing

**Licenses/Services**
Broad offerings for project management, integrations and ownership of core intellectual property
Utilize World-Renowned HID Solutions in Innovative Ways

We allow organizations to apply HID Global access technology to a variety of physical and digital spaces without adding additional hassle.

**Easier for users:**
Instead of being required to manage and carry multiple forms of identification to access various systems, a single trusted identity can be used to access a wide spectrum of platforms and services. The trusted identity could be a card, smart phone or wearable device, or a fingerprint.

**Essential for partners:**
OEMs, distributors, resellers, integrators and Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) offer their customers industry-leading authentication technology that works with their existing applications.

Support from Industry Experts for Continued Integration Ease

**Our Professional Services support OEMs, integrators, distributors, ISVs and end users.**

We offer a full portfolio of support options, including:

- Antenna integration workshops, remote support, check-ups and performance recommendations
- Developer toolkit support for custom options and unique needs beyond the standard offering
- Complete project management to ensure a smooth project from start to finish
HID Global
Extended Access Technologies

For organizations that need to accurately authenticate people, reduce fraud and protect their most sensitive data, HID Global’s Extended Access Technologies offers biometric, contactless and mobile access solutions to secure physical and digital lives.

Together, we are driving the forefront of identification technology, ensuring the highest level of products and services — now and in the future.

Visit us at hidglobal.com/authentication-technologies

to explore our extensive product portfolio, information on connecting systems and professional services support options.